CLEANING UP AND SURVEYING THE HUDSON RIVER are students from the Manhattan College and College of NL, Saint Vincent Environmental Research Workshop. Under a grant from the National Science Foundation, the students are preparing to plant the first artificial salt marsh on the Hudson. Salt marshes, which prior to industrialization, once lined the entire New York shore line of the River, serve as nurseries for fish and help prevent erosion.

Friends of Van Cortlandt Park

'Troubled Park Getting Worse Each Weekend'

By TOM PEDULLA

An angry group of community residents filled the herb cellar of Van Cortlandt Manor last week as the Friends of Van Cortlandt Park mapped out their strategy in the battle to preserve and restore the 'troubled' park. The park has become a focal point for what many of the Friends feel is really a fight for neighborhood preservation.

They argue that if the future of Van Cortlandt is being jeopardized by a lack of local services such as adequate police coverage and park maintenance, the Friends have declined a membership since their last meeting four weeks ago and now count 20 members.

This latest meeting was punctuated by frequent interjections as residents demanded immediate action on the骚扰 of oil and water inundating the park, the accumulation of garbage throughout the park and triple-parking along Broadway. Mayor David Dinkins was mentioned in passing as a possible candidate for the job.

At one point the call for a greater police force, in particular, was met with a response from City Commissioner of Parks, Frank Didonato, in an effort to quell the action. The Friends are prepared for a long fight but have some ideas on what it will take to keep the park up and running.
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